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I. INTRODUCTION

This study canvasses the interaction between terror threat announcements and the civil liberties/collective security balance during the three years after September 11, 2001. Part II considers how security threat environments alter the parity between collective security and civil liberties, but emphasizes that this shift is typically not from real, verified peril, but from perception of risk. Part III addresses notable post-9/11 threat warnings and the detention of terror suspects. It inquires whether terror threat notifications were prudently issued and an imperative mechanism to apprise the populace of realistic and verified risks. In most cases, it is not clear that detainees' interrogations or interviews sourced the announcements. A repercussion from ardent portrayals of danger is that irrational perceptions may skew informed public choice. Part IV examines alternative global, diurnal dangers to objectify the threat of terrorism. Part V concludes the work by summarizing these elements in a pithy game theory analysis.

* M.A. Political Science (Michigan), M.A. Applied Economics (Michigan), LL.M. International Law (Georgetown). The author has taught international law courses for Cooley Law School and the Department of Political Science at the University of Michigan, American Government and Constitutional Law courses for Alma College, and business law courses at Central Michigan University and the University of Miami.

1. See infra Part II.
2. See infra Part III.
3. See generally infra Parts III(B)-(C).
5. See infra Part IV.
6. See infra Part V.
II. BALANCING COLLECTIVE SECURITY AND CIVIL LIBERTIES

A. Theory

One reason governments were formed was to bestow a centralized authority to quell anarchy among people in a state of nature, which is commonly named a Lockean Bargain. Governments provided security and punished wrongdoers so that members of society would abstain from engaging in self-help. Governments prescribed rules that stationed sovereigns along a continuum of authoritarian to democratic rule, and fashioned a collective security and individual rights stasis.

Sovereign governments became the norm and threats emanated from hazardous intentions and actions of other states. Following World War II, countries constituted the United Nations to provide a rule-based collective security system obliging members to respect sovereignty and reconcile dissention by diplomacy, rather than by using force. Nonetheless, the Cold War erupted and was marked by associations of countries clenching menacing weapons and contrasting ideals about property rights and governance. Domestically, hawkish officials consternated over citizens possessing loyalties to a foreign government or precariously unorthodox views, leading to breeds of seditious crackdown and diluted individual liberties to avail collective security measures. The distance between real and exaggerated perceptions of crisis has produced notable discord over the extent that liberties should be sacrificed in a perceived security threat atmosphere.

Benjamin Franklin advised that “[t]hose who would give up essential Liberty, to purchase a little temporary Safety, deserve neither Liberty nor Safety.” Chief Justice Rehnquist wrote that “civil liberty [does not] occupy as favored a position in wartime as it does in peacetime,” but those civil liberties are restored after the

8. LOCKE, supra note 7, at 274–75.
10. U.N. Charter art. 2(4) (“All members shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any state, or in any other manner inconsistent with the Purposes of the United Nations.”).
war is completed. Professor Ignatieff explained that "[r]ights may have to bow to security in some instances, . . . [and] rights cannot so limit the exercise of authority as to make decisive action impossible." Addressing recent responses to terrorism, former United Nations General-Secretary, Kofi Annan, expounded: "Human rights, fundamental freedoms and the rule of law are essential tools in the effort to combat terrorism—not privileges to be sacrificed at a time of tension."

During periods in American history—including World War I, Red Scare I, World War II, Red Scare II (McCarthyism), the Cold War, the Vietnam War, and President Reagan’s Central American guerilla wars—officials intensified collective security via initiating aggressive domestic law enforcement procedures, issuing propaganda to marginalize dissent, and impeding the free flow of information. In hindsight, experts have reassessed the credibility of threat eras and have leveled reproach.

Professor Jay wrote: "From the perspective of more than a half century later, much of this fervor seems opportunistic and at times paranoid." Professor Wells delineated: "Government officials perceiving a potential national security threat have often engaged in widespread propaganda . . . to spur public support" with "an exaggerated characterization of the threat posed by certain individuals or groups."

Professors Lustgarten and Leigh explain that "official responses to emergencies which were overwhelmingly viewed at the time as not merely justifiable but compelling, have consistently turned out to be excessive, unnecessary, and often shameful." Senator Gary Hart remarked: "Even during the cold war, those times that we sacrificed civil liberties, I found out as a member of the Church Committee, were almost always unnecessary to protect our country. Massive opening of people’s mail, massive wire tapping of phone calls—it always happens when


20. Id.

21. Wells, supra note 18.

people become afraid." Reflecting on judicial deference to executive crackdowns during real or perceived crises in Britain, Professor Dyzenhaus opined: "[A]fter the fact the majority judgments tend to be regarded as ‘badges of shame,’ and it is the dissenting judgments that are seen as charting the correct course for the future." In 1987, Justice Brennan stated: "After each perceived security crisis ended, the US remorsefully realized that the abrogation of civil liberties was unnecessary. But it has proven unable to prevent itself from repeating the error when the next crisis came along." A similar era followed after 9/11.

B. Post-9/11 Institutions that Marginalized Dissent

After 9/11, new regulatory frameworks were adopted that emphasized collective security, but institutions lamentably compromised more rigorous protection of individual liberties. The Patriot Act was enacted and extended the Bush Administration’s authority to wiretap, detain suspects, and deport non-citizens. The Act morphed customarily understood definitions of terrorism by applying policies underlying prosaic criminal law offenses. The Act defined “domestic terrorism” as “acts dangerous to human life that are a violation of the criminal laws of the United States or of any State; [or] . . . appear to be intended . . . to influence the policy of a government by intimidation or coercion.” Connoting that the stigma and harm inherent in terrorism is tantamount to a violation of criminal law seems unnecessarily vague, while an unreasonable interpretation of “intimidation or coercion” might endanger First Amendment rights of free speech and protest. Author Abdus-Sattar Ghazali wrote:


The so-called War on Terror has seriously compromised the First, Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Amendment rights of citizens and non-citizens alike. From the USA PATRIOT Act’s over-broad definition of domestic terrorism, to the FBI’s new powers of search and surveillance, to the indefinite detention of both citizens and non-citizens without formal charges, the principles of free speech, due process, and equal protection under the law have been seriously undermined.  

Ostensibly, Americans irresolutely permitted civil liberty values to be contravened, and accepted more intrusive law enforcement processes to remain safe, although the means to substantiate this espoused imperative need is premised on secretive data. And, equivalent to the aforementioned security threat eras, citizens may not have held a rational understanding of the costs of sacrificing liberties and the benefits achieved at the time deeper security measures were imposed. According to the American Civil Liberties Union, the Justice Department spurred confusion by presenting inaccurate statements about the Patriot Act in the media. Simplistic conceptions prevailed amid erupting controversy.

The title “Patriot Act” served as a heuristic device to further conformity and marginalize dissent as unpatriotic, even though an August 2005 Associated Press poll revealed that only forty-two percent of Americans were able to identify the purpose of the Patriot Act. Despite that the balance between civil liberties and
security was exploitable, officials insisted on being granted sweeping powers and being trusted not to abuse those powers. Controversy erupted over the Bush Administration’s use of wiretaps, government attainment of private phone records, arrests that did not provide adequate Constitutional protections, and other policies that chilled dissent and free speech rights.

III. THREAT WARNINGS

A. Secrecy

It is toilsome to evaluate whether Bush Administration initiatives to preempt threats were unnecessarily excessive because purported national security crises

38. DAVID COLE, ENEMY ALIENS: DOUBLE STANDARDS AND CONSTITUTIONAL FREEDOMS IN THE WAR ON TERRORISM 228 (2003) (“In the midst of security crises, government officials often see rights protections as little more than obstacles to getting the job done.”).


43. New measures were criticized, but it also helps to understand initiatives that were proposed but dismissed. The Bush Administration insisted on being given discretion in the “war on terrorism.” CHALMERS JOHNSON, THE SORROWS OF EMPIRE: MILITARISM, SECRECY, AND THE END OF THE REPUBLIC 292–93 (2004); William Safire, You Are a Suspect, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 14, 2002), available at http://www.nytimes.com/2002/11/14/opinion/you-are-a-suspect.html (noting the Information Awareness Office’s massive data gathering activities on Americans and the TIPS Information Awareness Office to inform of suspicious conduct). Another questionable proposal included the Violent Radicalization and Homegrown Terrorism Prevention Act of 2007, which was brought before Congress by an amendment to the Homeland Security Act of 2002 (HR 1955), 110th Congress, (Oct. 24, 2007) (passed House, did not become law), http://www.govtrack.us/congress/billtext.xpd?bill=hr110-1955. This Act claimed the need to “prevent violent radicalization, homegrown terrorism, and ideologically based violence in the United States,” and that these concerns were a “threat to homeland security.” Id. § 899B(1)–(2). It proposed that a Commission be established to assess ideologically unsound beliefs. Id. § 899(C).

typically expand unreviewable executive secrecy prerogatives.\textsuperscript{45} The President and the appointed members of the National Security Council control the classification and declassification of national security information, determine who is authorized to possess classified materials, and signal the extent that those who possess security clearances will be prosecuted for transgressions.\textsuperscript{46} The problem of secrecy became so unfavorable during the Bush Administration that the Government Accountability Office (GAO) initiated legal action against Vice President Cheney in 2002, and proffered in its filing statement that this was “the first time that the GAO has filed suit against a federal official in connection with a records access issue. . . . Nevertheless, given GAO’s responsibility to Congress and the American people, we have no other choice.”\textsuperscript{47} The suit was dismissed and there was no appeal.\textsuperscript{48} Courts traditionally grant the government discretion when security threats are alleged and only minimally review the resulting executive action.\textsuperscript{49} A 2004 Congressional study observed that there was “a consistent pattern in the [Bush] Administration’s actions: laws that are designed to promote public access to information have been undermined, while laws that authorize the government to withhold information or to operate in secret have been expanded.”\textsuperscript{50}

The Patriot Act and other measures might not have been perceived as necessary without cognitively available terror threat announcements that fostered the expectation of a dire need to foil probable attacks.\textsuperscript{51} The White House issued

\textsuperscript{45} Wells, supra note 18, at 452 (“Perceived security crises lead to] increased classification of information, . . . increased assertions of executive privilege, and increased secrecy with respect to government operations generally.”).


\textsuperscript{48} Kirtley, supra note 47, at 485–86 (stating the GAO lawsuit was followed by lawsuits by Judicial Watch, Inc. and the Sierra Club, which were also subsequently dismissed by the federal appellate court after the U.S. Supreme Court remanded the issues back to the appellate court).


\textsuperscript{50} Minority Staff of the House of Representatives Committee on Government Reform, 108th Cong., Secrecy in the Bush Administration (2004), at iii, available at: http://www.fas.org/sgp/library/waxman.pdf; Michael Posner, Prison and Detention: Human Rights in the Post-September 11 Environment, 5 SEATTLE J. SOC. JUST. 181, 184 (2006) (noting that Governor Thomas Kean, head of the 9/11 Commission, remarked “that three-quarters of the classified documents that he read in preparation for the Commission’s report should not have been classified” and that “[a] National Archives audit found that one-third of the records re-classified by the CIA and other agencies in 2005 were wrongly kept secret”).

\textsuperscript{51} Former UN weapons inspector Scott Ritter remarks: ”The more we’re afraid, the more you ask us to give—Patriot Act II, enhancements to the Patriot Act—now the budgets starting to be bankrupted, billions flowing out of this country . . . into a war on terror.” HUAUCKING CATASTROPHE: 9/11 FEAR & SELLING AMERICAN EMPIRE (Media Education Foundation 2006) (Interview with Ritter). Emeritus Professor Chalmers Johnson notes: “Perpetual war, the loss of civil liberties, the lack of trust in government because they don’t tell the truth. These are outrageous and unpleasant political developments.” Id. (Interview with Johnson). “It has been far from becoming to have the remarkably costly silliness we have seen in the measures devoted to domestic security.” Anastaplo, supra note 23, at 149. In July 2007, the Bush Administration was offering security threats in the national media, which then placed pressure on the Democrat-controlled Congress to expand eavesdropping
orders to institute the terror warning system and the color-coded threat level classification,\(^\text{52}\) and publicized terror threat warnings. The media customarily portrayed the United States as a “nation under siege,”\(^\text{53}\) even though there is scant evidence that terror alerts correlated with a genuine risk of strike.\(^\text{54}\) There have been no terrorist attacks on United States soil since 9/11,\(^\text{55}\) and University of Pennsylvania Political Science Professor Ian Lustick reminds us that there has been no credible evidence of “sleeper cells,” “attacks,” or “preparation for an attack.”\(^\text{56}\)

Warnings were often ambiguous, general announcements that caused confusion over how to prepare.\(^\text{57}\) A GAO study surveyed twenty-eight agencies and concluded that the color-coded announcement system was obscure and confusing for law enforcement officials, that they “did not receive specific threat information and guidance,” and that the warnings “hindered their ability . . . to determine and implement protective measures.”\(^\text{58}\) Attorney General John Ashcroft expressed to Congress that it was critical for national security to maintain secrecy over classified information, but he also wanted to increase public awareness of the threat.\(^\text{59}\) The peril and the computed threat level derived from classified data.

Discussing the method in which government officials prevalently furnished terror warnings to the media, former United Nations weapons inspector Scott Ritter recounted: “We have an intelligence report that terrorists are about to strike, ‘who?,’ we don’t know, ‘where?,’ we don’t know, ‘what?,’ we don’t know.”\(^\text{60}\) Denis Halliday, former Assistant Secretary-General of the United Nations,
remarked: “Mr. Bush has very cleverly manipulated the fear, the anxiety, and every time he wants to jack up his ratings he simply stirs up the fear plot by upgrading the impending danger without any specifics, of course. I think it’s a very ugly game that’s being played on the Americans.”

Congressman Jim McDermott, who is also a psychiatrist, stated:

Fear does work. You can make people do anything if they’re afraid . . . You make [people] afraid by creating an aura of endless threat . . . They played us like an organ. They raised the [threat level] up to orange, then up to red, then they dropped it back to orange . . . It was really very, very skillfully and ugly in what they did.

B. Examples of Threat Announcements

In the case of security threat announcements, the ultimate source is apt to be the United States Intelligence Community (IC) since it possesses national security data. For many Americans, the IC, as the ultimate source, may increase the credibility of a public announcement. However, the IC’s obligation to gather data is separate from the authority to declassify intelligence. Administration officials control the national security apparatus and choose whether to release threat announcements. Granted, some reports were excessively peculiar and taxing to unveil from where they originated. For example, news releases postulated that terrorists could use pen guns, hijack ferries, pack explosives into model airplanes for missions, target cattle, or attack residents in small towns. However, some of the significant public announcements that ostensibly derived from classified data follow.

On May 20, 2002, FBI Director Robert Mueller declared that “another terrorist attack is inevitable.” The next day, the Department of Homeland Security issue[d] warnings of attacks against railroads nationwide and against New York...
City landmarks . . .

These and other early-warnings may have derived from the April arrest of Abu Zubaydah, an alleged Osama bin Laden associate, in Afghanistan. Professor Scharf explained that “[t]he CIA was convinced that Zubaydah knew of plans to conduct attacks against U.S. interests,” and the Bush Administration granted the CIA with authority to apply a series of more intense interrogation methods, such as cramped confinement, stress positions, sleep deprivation, and eighty-three sessions of water boarding (solely in August 2002).

Zubaydah informed interrogators of al-Qaeda plans that were based upon scenes from the movie Godzilla.

Dr. John Prados, an official at the National Security Archives, explained:

Zubaydah told interrogators stories based on what he thought would alarm us . . . [From Godzilla in which] the Brooklyn Bridge was destroyed by the monster. He told us al Qaeda was interested in destroying the Brooklyn Bridge. He told us of attacks on mass transit sources like subway trains. He told us there were intentions of attacking apartment buildings and shopping centers.

It was unclear if terrorists and equipment were prepared to carry out operations, if Zubaydah was conveying admiration for the targeting and destructive capabilities of the monster in the movie, or if there was additional information that enhanced credibility to the alleged plot. Nonetheless, based on Zubaydah’s interrogations, Attorney General John Ashcroft disclosed: “Recent intelligence reports suggest that al Qaeda leaders have emphasized planning for attacks on apartment buildings, hotels, or other soft or lightly secured targets in the United States.” To produce its report, the 9/11 Commission Report relied heavily on statements made by the CIA’s detainees, but Commissioners were never given access to the detainees or tapes. Later, against the order of federal courts and Congress, the CIA apparently destroyed interrogation tapes of Zubaydah and

69. Id.
72. Power of Nightmares, supra note 70.
73. Id.
74. Id. In April 2007, former CIA Director George Tenet was still discussing these terror warnings and considering them realistic: “I’ve got reports of nuclear weapons in New York City, apartment buildings that are going to be blown up . . . “ 60 Minutes: At the Center of the Storm: Interview with George Tenet (CBS television broadcast Apr. 29, 2007), http://cbsnews.com/video/watch?id=2739673n&tag=related;photovideo.
75. Commissioners Kean and Hamilton remarked: “We also had no way of evaluating the credibility of detainee information . . . [I]t was left to the reader to consider the credibility of the source . . . .” THOMAS KEAN & LEE HAMILTON, WITHOUT PRECEDENT: THE INSIDE STORY OF THE 9/11 COMMISSION 119, 124 (2006) (Commissioners pressed CIA Director Tenet to have direct access to the detainees or tapes, but access was denied).
others, allegedly out of concern that its officers would be implicated in crimes of torture.\textsuperscript{76}

On June 20, 2002, Attorney General Ashcroft divulged, “[w]e have disrupted an unfolding terrorist plot” with the arrest of José Padilla.\textsuperscript{77} On the evening news, Dan Rather announced: “First, a CBS News exclusive about a captured Al Qaeda leader who says his fellow terrorists have the know-how to build a very dangerous weapon and get it to the United States.”\textsuperscript{78} José Padilla is a United States citizen who reportedly attended an al-Qaeda training camp in Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{79} Padilla was accused of plotting to detonate a dirty bomb and was held as an “enemy combatant.”\textsuperscript{80} He was detained for 1,307 days, often in solitary confinement, and claimed he was drugged and tortured in custody.\textsuperscript{81} He was ultimately convicted on general criminal charges and not dirty bomb charges.\textsuperscript{82} Officials lost the interrogation tapes.\textsuperscript{83} As with Zubaydah, it is not clear if Padilla or associates possessed such a capability or had taken substantial actions to execute a dirty bomb operation.\textsuperscript{84} Padilla was arrested because Abu Zubaydha and Binyam Mohammed provided information under torture.\textsuperscript{85}


\textsuperscript{78} Power of Nightmares, supra note 70.


\textsuperscript{80} Padilla, 352 F.3d at 699, 701.

\textsuperscript{81} Padilla became the high-profile American held in military prisons on US soil, and his attorneys argued that he had been “illegally tortured, threatened;” placed in sensory deprivation situations and stress positions; deprived of sleep; and incarcerated in a solitary confinement space for 1,307 days, drugged with PCP or LSD, and injections. Dan Eggen, More Setbacks for Case Against Terror Suspect Over Trying Charges in a Criminal Court, WASH. POST (Nov. 19, 2006), http://articles.sfgate.com/2006-11-19/news/17322010_1_jose-padilla-criminal-case-gang-member3-warren-richey-was-jose-padilla-tortured-by-us-military. Christian Science Monitor (Feb. 16, 2007), http://www.csmonitor.com/2007/0216/p02s01-usju.html; Cassel, supra note 77.

\textsuperscript{82} Sadat, supra note 79, at 547; Deborah N. Pearlstein, Finding Effective Constraints on Executive Power: Interrogation, Detention, Torture, 81 IND. L.J. 1255, 1293 (2005); Kim Lane Scheppelle, Hypothetical Torture in the “War on Terrorism”, 1 J. NAT’L SEC. L. & POL’Y 285, 324 (2005) (“Whether José Padilla really planned to detonate a dirty bomb has been seriously challenged . . . [The evidence was] his own statements and the statements of others who apparently have been subjected to highly coercive interrogations.”).


\textsuperscript{84} Scheppelle, supra note 82.

\textsuperscript{85} Sadat, supra note 79, at 547.
On February 7, 2003, Secretary of the Department of Homeland Security Tom Ridge cited “credible threats” of an al-Qaeda strike and raised the terror alert level to orange.86 On February 10, Fire Administrator David Paulison advised “Americans to stock up on plastic sheeting and duct tape to protect themselves against radiological or biological attack.”87 Less than one month later, domestic and international dangers seemingly converged when Secretary Ridge forewarned Americans to “buy duct tape” to seal their windows and doors in anticipation of a war with Iraq.88 Two days after the 2003 invasion of Iraq, Bush’s approval rating rose to seventy percent while the percentage of Americans who believed that the United States would be the victim of another major terrorist attack sharply increased.89 Dr. Marc Siegel, New York University Medical School Professor, explained that it would be nearly unimaginable for clouds of dangerous gases to be delivered successfully without being blown away by wind or destroyed by the heat of the environment.90 However, Siegel warned that suffocation risk from improper equipment usage might pose a real health hazard.91

On December 21, 2003, Homeland Security again raised the threat level to orange, apprising of plots to crash airliners into United States cities.92 On April 2, 2004, Homeland Security issued a warning that terrorists may attempt to blow up buses with fertilizer bombs.93 On May 26, Ashcroft and FBI Director Mueller declared that al-Qaeda had a “specific intention to hit the United States hard” and that ninety percent of the arrangements for the attack were complete.94 On July 8, Secretary Ridge announced that “al Qaeda is moving forward with its plans to carry out a large-scale attack in the United States... during the summer or autumn.”95

86. Countdown, supra note 68.
87. Id.
88. Philip Shenon, Ridge Warns Iraq War Could Raise Terror Threat, N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 4, 2003), http://www.nytimes.com/2003/03/04/politics/04HOME.html; LANCE, supra note 33, at 251 (Department of Homeland Security told all Americans “to go out and buy duct tape just before the invasion of Iraq, because of the concern for the weapons of mass destruction that didn’t exist.”).
90. SIEGEL, supra note 26, at 137–38; Scheppelle, supra note 82, at 319–20 (“The chemical weapons that one can realistically imagine al Qaeda being able to make would cause little damage; the successful delivery of really harmful chemicals poses enormous scientific and logistical challenges.”).
91. SIEGEL, supra note 26, at 137–38. Store owners began to sell numerous chemical suits and gas masks and there were people who duct-taped their houses. Walmart reported that gun sales surged 70% and ammunition sales increased 140% after 9/11. Moore, BOWLING FOR COLUMBINE, supra note 67 (excerpting local news and commentary). Companies sold steel “safe rooms” for their houses. Moore, FAHRENHEIT 9/11, supra note 62 (excerpting local news and commentary); SIEGEL, supra note 26, at 16 (noting the perception of risk made “people afraid and ready to comply with the government’s agenda”).
92. Countdown, supra note 68.
93. Id.
94. Id.
95. Id.
On July 12, 2004, the head of the Electoral Election Assistance Commission announced that it might be necessary to cancel the presidential election if there is a terror threat. Former Director Ridge, who was responsible for raising and lowering the color-coded threat alert levels, later stated that he resigned in December 2004 because he believed George W. Bush "pressured him to raise the 'terror alert' level to sway the November 2004 US election." A heightened security atmosphere might strengthen political ratings.

On August 1, 2004, the Department of Homeland Security raised the alert status for financial centers in New York, New Jersey, and Washington to orange. On October 6, based on federal warnings, New York City officials announced a bomb threat to the city's subway systems. Local news disclosed that it was given the threat notification several days earlier, but federal authorities told them to "hold off" on making the announcement. Other media outlets later reported that the source for the warning was an informant who simply "made it up."

C. Interrogation, Detention, and Convictions of Suspects

As for terrorists who might carry out operations, such as those referred to in threat announcements, administration officials provided projections of the perceived threat shortly after 9/11. Undersecretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz explained: "This is a network that has penetrated into some 60 countries, including very definitely our own and it has got to be rooted out . . . Our intelligence priority in many ways, is getting after the network here in the United States first."

Shortly after 9/11, Attorney General Ashcroft presented wide-ranging estimates of between one thousand and five thousand terror suspects inside the United States. The apparent assumption was that legal and illegal resident foreigners could have

---

98. Professor Charles Lewis stated: "We have a perpetual war, which gives the incumbent sitting president . . . a ten to fifteen point bounce on a public opinion. He is a war time president, even though we’re not at war." BREAKING THE SILENCE, supra note 61 (interview with Lewis). In February 2004, Al Gore stated, in a speech at NYU, that fear was being used "as rhetoric to help politicians like Bush stay in office." SIEGEL, supra note 26, at 55; CARROLL, supra note 29, at 196 ("[The] war on terrorism is a cynical manipulation of fears for the sake of power.").
99. Countdown, supra note 68.
100. Id.
101. Id.
102. Id.
104. ROBERT DREYFUSS, DEVIL'S GAME: HOW THE UNITED STATES HELPED UNLEASH FUNDAMENTALIST ISLAM 13, 305 (2005).
“sleeper cells.” Law enforcement officials detained numerous suspects, but confinement procedures were criticized. Professors Abram and Karmeley wrote:

The post-9/11 [arrest and detention] procedures violated virtually every aspect essential to procedural due process: notice of charges, the right to be informed of one’s rights, access to a fair and meaningful hearing, and a fair opportunity for review of charges and grounds for detention. The blanket secrecy orders imposed by the government masked widespread violations of core constitutional rights under the Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Eighth Amendments.

Courts have held that “the Due Process Clause applies to all ‘persons’ within the United States, including aliens, whether their presence is lawful, unlawful, temporary, or permanent.” However, equal treatment for foreigners has proven to be more troublesome in practice, at least under the Fourth Amendment, when immigration control and/or security threats are elevated. Secretive arrest processes forbid detainees from contacting family members or lawyers.

One year after 9/11, authorities detained and interrogated several thousand people, primarily from Middle Eastern and Southeast Asian countries. However, it is questionable whether investigations yielded valuable information or if confinements were associated with terror warnings, such as those previously listed. The Department of Justice acknowledged that there were no leads to terrorist

105. Id
109. IRONS, supra note 77, at 246.
110. Bello, supra note 42, at 207; IRONS, supra note 77, at 246. In January 2003, Bush announced in his State of Union address that “3,000 suspected terrorists have been arrested in many countries, and many others have met a different fate... [T]hey are no longer a problem for the United States.” George W. Bush, State of the Union Address of the President to the Joint Session of Congress, BBC (Jan. 28, 2003), http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/2704365.stm. By June 2004, U.S. officials estimated that three thousand terror suspects were being held in allied prisons. McCoy, supra note 77, at 117; Jason Burke, Secret World of US Jails, GUARDIAN (June 12, 2004), http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2004/jun/13/usa.terrorism?INTCMP=SRCH; Jeannine Bell, “Behind This Mortal Bone”: The (In)Effectiveness of Torture, 83 IND. L.J. 339, 352 (2008) (noting that in the U.S., “[m]ore than 5000 foreign nationals were detained between September 11, 2001, and the time the photos at Abu Ghraib were publicized”).
activity after detaining nearly one thousand individuals and conducting five thousand interviews. Much of the information that led to confinements involved hearsay and unverified tips. Of the first 765 detained inside the United States, only six remained in custody and none had been charged with any terrorist act.

“In May 2004, the FBI launched another ‘interview’ campaign. . . . that . . . sought to interview as many as 5000 individuals.” Thirty months after 9/11, as many as 5,000 individuals had been apprehended and held, at least temporarily, as terror suspects. Prosecutors claimed to find evidence to charge several of those detained and one was convicted. Yet at the time, Bush remarked of accomplishments: “We’ve thwarted terrorists in Buffalo and Seattle, Portland, Detroit, North Carolina, and Tampa, Florida.” Professor Cole reflected on the referenced achievements:

They say “terrorist sleeper cell.” That’s what . . . they call the Lackawanna [Buffalo] people a terrorist sleeper cell, the Detroit people a terrorist cell, the Portland people a terrorist cell. But when you look at the details, the facts just don’t support that, and they have not proved that any group within the United States has plotted to engage in any terrorist activity within the United States in all of the cases they have brought since 9/11.

In the Detroit case, four Arab men were arrested on suspicion of being an al-Qaeda sleeper cell. The prosecution claimed that the defendants’ video taken at Disneyland was replete with furtive messages to provide cell members with locations to position bombs. It was later revealed that the government’s sole witness, a man named Youssef Hmimssa, had twelve aliases and was wanted for fraud across the United States. Two of the four were convicted, but the verdicts were overturned when Hmimssa conceded that he invented the allegations because

112. Seth F. Kreimer, Rays of Sunlight in a Shadow “War”: FOIA, the Abuses of Anti-Terrorism, and the Strategy of Transparency, 11 LEWIS & CLARK L. REV. 1141, 1148 (2007); MIGRATION POLICY INSTITUTE, AMERICA’S CHALLENGE: DOMESTIC SECURITY, CIVIL LIBERTIES, AND NATIONAL UNITY AFTER SEPTEMBER 11, at 7 (2003) (estimating 1,200). Given that these were foreigners in the U.S. being targeted, it should be noted that on any given day thousands of individuals are detained by the U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement system.


114. Id. at 625.


117. COLE, supra note 38, at 25 (estimating 5,000).


119. Power of Nightmares, supra note 70.

120. Id.


122. Power of Nightmares, supra note 70.

123. Id.
prosecutors offered to reduce his fraud charges if he testified against the defendants.124 The defense attorney, William Swor, explained the government had "reasonable questions and took them and made a complete fantasy out of them. . . . [T]his was totally driven by the need or the desire to have terrorists."125

Similarly, the Bush Administration hailed the Buffalo arrest as another successfully foiled terror plot.126 The evidence was an e-mail sent by Mr. al-Bakri to his friends in Bahrain that expressed he would be getting married and would not be seeing them for a while.127 The CIA interpreted this as a hidden message of a plot to conduct a suicide mission.128 However, al-Bakari was indeed getting married.129 In the case, six men pled guilty for traveling to an al-Qaeda camp in Afghanistan, but there was no evidence that the men participated in or planned any terrorist act.130

In addition to eagerly speculating that wrongdoing was afoot, presumptions about intent to engage in terrorism evidently merged with standard criminal justice processes. For example, recall that the Patriot Act defined "domestic terrorism" as "acts dangerous to human life that are violations of criminal laws."131 In October 2002, Attorney General Ashcroft intermingled terrorism with non-terrorism offenses when he addressed the National Conference of U.S. Attorneys and explained that the strategy should be to "neutralize potential terrorist threats by getting violators off the street by any lawful means possible, as quickly as possible . . . [and to] detain individuals who pose a national security risk for any violations of criminal or immigration laws."132 In July of 2004, Attorney General Ashcroft provided a twenty-nine page report to Congress that asserted the Patriot Act had been extremely effective at fighting terrorism and was "al Qaeda's worst

124. Id.; Serrano & Miller, supra note 121.
125. Power of Nightmares, supra note 70.
128. Power of Nightmares, supra note 70.
nightmare. Yet, of the 310 arrests, which did involve 179 guilty pleas, almost all of the cases were immigration overstay violations and domestic crime violations.\textsuperscript{134}

The ostensible leap in logic was that someone who committed a criminal act, intended to commit a criminal act, or violated immigration laws, might also possess a terrorist mens rea. Prior to 9/11, terrorism was treated as a criminal act and defendants were prosecuted under criminal racketeering laws.\textsuperscript{135} However, the Bush Administration initiated confusion by reversing the inference and conjecturing that criminal acts might be analogized to or be a harbinger to terrorism. Perhaps following this supposition or something related was what led the pool of suspects to expand uncontrollably. A presidential directive, issued in September 2003, required government agencies to supply names and information about people “known or appropriately suspected to be . . . engaged in conduct constituting, in preparation for, in aid of, or related to terrorism.”\textsuperscript{136} Despite parameters, the “terrorism watch list”—that was derived from classified information—grew to 325,000 names (2006), to 700,000 (2007), and to 900,000 (2008) and was considered “virtually useless.”\textsuperscript{137}

D. Rationale for Announcements

Were the terror threat announcement system and the broadly-applied detention and interrogation approaches reasonable? Was there a sagacious balance between secrecy and openness? After all, the National Security Act (1947) was enacted to maintain secrecy over information that Americans should not know,\textsuperscript{138} but


\textsuperscript{134} IRONS, supra note 77, at 246. In October 2001, Ashcroft spoke to local levels of government:

Let the terrorists among us be warned . . . If you overstay your visa—even by one day—we will arrest you. If you violate a local law, you will be put in jail and kept in custody as long as possible. We will use every available statute. We will seek every prosecutorial advantage. We will use all our weapons within the law and under the Constitution to protect life and enhance security for America.

\textit{Id.} at 247; Cole & Lobel, supra note 132 (noting that as of June 2006, there were only two cases involving attempted terrorist activity while the Justice Department claimed there were 261 convictions and guilty pleas of “terrorism or terrorism related” offenses).


\textsuperscript{136} Walter Pincus & Dan Eggen, 325,000 Names on Terrorism List, WASH. POST (Feb. 15, 2006), http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2006/02/14/AR2006021402125_pf.html.

\textsuperscript{137} \textit{Id.;} U.S. Terror List Now Exceeds 900,000 Names, ACLU (Feb. 27, 2008), http://www.aclu.org/national-security/us-terror-list-now-exceeds-900000-names.

after 9/11 national security data was employed to issue an abundant number of
warnings and maneuver the color-coded terror threat level.\textsuperscript{139} There were no attacks
on United States soil after 9/11 and all that remained was bewilderment over why
so many threats were announced.\textsuperscript{140}

There was a further potential indication of the pattern in 2009. After a suspect
was arrested for allegedly planning to bomb a plane, former Vice President Cheney
and Republicans "mounted a communications campaign advocating that threats
exist that the current President does not properly acknowledge and address with
appropriate policies."\textsuperscript{141} Professor Lobel remarked that the former Vice President's
position was that "if there is just a one percent chance of the unimaginable
happening, we have to treat that chance as a certainty."\textsuperscript{142} This is likely true of
authorities being vigilant, and there is no discernible reason that demonstrates
President Obama's law enforcement policies do not take realistic threats seriously.
However, is Cheney's philosophy also implicit in an approach which favors
liberally-issuing terror warnings? Clearly, thwarting terrorism is not coterminous
with imbuing national discourse with peril to make threats cognitively
available.\textsuperscript{143} More confounding is that publicizing severe danger, premised upon classified data
that ultimately did not substantiate crisis or urgency, followed by faulty American
perceptions regarding those threats,\textsuperscript{144} was the same sequence for all the unsound
pre-war intelligence allegations about Iraq.\textsuperscript{145}

Alternatively, it might be logical to release warnings to the media if there is a
reasonable belief that Americans could be safer by exercising extra vigilance when
driving over bridges and going to shopping malls and stadiums. Maybe Americans
could detect a suspicious situation and thwart a terror plot. Or, hypothetically,
perhaps issuing a warning announces to a potential terrorist that a plot or cell was
discovered and prevents a strike from occurring. Yet, even if there is an underlying
rationale, it is not clear that notifications were substantiated. Relying on rumors,
such as those that led to the war in Iraq,\textsuperscript{146} or raw data and "chatter" from the

\textsuperscript{139} See supra Part III (B).
\textsuperscript{140} See supra Part III (A).
\textsuperscript{141} Leslie Gielow Jacobs, Bush, Obama and Beyond: Observations on the Prospect of Fact Checking
Executive Department Threat Claims Before the Use of Force, \textit{26 Const. Comment.} 433, 471 (2010). NYU
Media Professor Mark Crispin Miller, author of \textit{The Bush Dyslexicon}, remarks: "This is a gang that needs people
to be afraid. It's a gang that really can't have any political success whatsoever in a state of tranquility and peace of
mind." \textit{Hijacking Catastrophe}, supra note 51 (interview with Miller).
\textsuperscript{142} Jules Lobel, Preventative Detention and Preventative Warfare: U.S. National Security Policies Obama
When a cognitively available heuristic is available and "intense emotions are engaged, people tend to focus on the
adverse outcome, not on its likelihood." \textit{Id}.
\textsuperscript{144} Robert Bejesky, Press Clause Aspirations and the Iraq War, \textit{48 Willamette L. Rev.} 343, 348–56
(2012).
\textsuperscript{145} Robert Bejesky, \textit{Intelligence Information and Judicial Evidentiary Standards}, \textit{44 Creighton L.
\textsuperscript{146} \textit{Id}. The SSCI's investigation concluded from interviews of over a hundred analysts that "following the
terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, the trade craft of terrorism analysis shifted and analysts now feel obligated
to make more conclusive assessments regardless of the quality of the available intelligence." \textit{Senate Select
Committee on Intelligence Report on the U.S. Intelligence Community's Pre-War Intelligence
Assessment and Decision-Making: Volume I: The Intelligence Failures Concerning the
Iraqi Threat}. Senator John D. Rockefeller IV (Chairman), U.S. Senate Select Committee on
NSA’s Echelon surveillance,\textsuperscript{147} may not be the foremost sources to buttress public threat warnings. The portrayal may beget emotive public reactions and a failure to objectively and rationally assess danger.

**IV. A MORE SOBER RISK CALCULATION**

**A. Rhetoric Elevates Risk Perceptions**

Professor Daniel Reisberg explains that “people regularly overestimate the frequency of events that are, in actuality, quite rare.”\textsuperscript{148} Since people exaggerate the frequency of vivid and emotional risks,\textsuperscript{149} they may not objectively or appropriately calculate excessively-portrayed dangers.\textsuperscript{150} Risks are a matter of perspective—one could view the world as inherently dangerous or inherently safe. Statistical evidence confirms that the high standard of living in the industrialized world and medical technology advances have gradually decreased health threats and made people safer, but the post-9/11 fear of terrorism inflicted Americans like never before.\textsuperscript{151} Professor Michael Ignatieff encouraged a more sober perspective to “distinguish moral condemnation from threat assessment” and divorce emotions of
angst and anger from risks actually posed.152 Professor Molly Walker Wilson wrote:

When events, connections, concepts, and risks are easily brought to mind, they are said to be ‘available.’ . . . [E]vents or depictions that are vivid or emotionally loaded, are particularly likely to become cognitively available. . . . More than a year after the [9/11] attack, public polls revealed that a significant percentage of respondents judged terrorism to be the single most important problem, and ‘fluctuations [in Americans’ concern about terrorism] closely track[ed] the frequency of television news stories concerning terrorism.’153

For over three decades, studies have repeatedly confirmed that fear prompts inhibition and makes people more dependent on authority.154 If government officials dispense warnings and the national media broadcasts the latest urgency,155 mass society may internalize the message and fixate on low-probability risk.156 When public perceptions accentuate dread, imminent danger permits the president to utilize war power under the Take Care Clause of the Constitution.157

Dr. Saby Ghoshray asked, “How, then, can one determine this imminent threat? Perhaps a better framework could be to identify the factors that are used in the presidential manipulation of the perception of fear.”158 That is an excellent question and one that springs an additional query to mind. How frequently did President Bush provide a major speech that did not incorporate 9/11, threats or terrorism? After 9/11, Bush Administration rhetoric portrayed that the world had one exigency.159 Bush announced on the evening of 9/11 that “our way of life, our very freedom came under attack.”160 He identified the mens rea: “America was targeted for attack because we’re the brightest beacon for freedom and opportunity in the world.”161 British Prime Minister Tony Blair stated that the war on terror is
not "a clash between civilizations. It is a clash about civilization." Similarly, on the day that President Bush proclaimed that the war in Iraq was over, he quoted a source: "[I]n the words of one terrorist, . . . September the 11th would be the ‘beginning of the end of America.’"

On September 14, 2001, Bush adopted Proclamation No. 7463, which declared a “national emergency” because of “the continuing and immediate threat of further attacks on the United States.” The order espoused a “continuing and immediate threat,” but there were no strikes, confirmed plots, or convincing sleeper cells discovered after 9/11. Bush continued the state of emergency annually. The emergency had the legal effect of augmenting executive discretion and power in other political domains. Likewise, in 2002, the National Security Strategy (NSS) compared the Cold War threat era with terrorism and construed that today “our enemies see weapons of mass destruction [WMDs] as weapons of choice,” and Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld called the post-9/11 era potentially the most dangerous in history. In contrast to the NSS’s portrayal, no terror group has attacked with WMDs through 2012. According to the prevailing Cold War discourse, there were dangers from nuclear strikes as the Soviet Union and the United States pointed nuclear missiles at each other, and the supposed dangers of domestic communism across the country led to McCarthyism’s Un-American Committees.

Assuredly, the events on 9/11 made 2001 an anomalistic year for the number of Americans killed in acts of terrorism. By comparison, U.S. Department of State data indicated that during 2003, terrorism killed between 300 and 400 people...
worldwide, ranking it so far down the list of dangers to livelihood that it barely visible.” Similarly, out of a population of 300 million, 350 Americans are struck by lightning each year. Since only thirty-five Americans died from terrorist operations in 2003, Deputy Secretary of State Armitage remarked that the low number was “clear evidence that we are prevailing in the fight [against terrorism].”

The next year the State Department modified the name of its reports and stopped tabulating statistics. The National Counterterrorism Center began to provide a “Statistical Annex Supplement” that instituted a “broader statutory definition of ‘terrorism,’” which escalated the number of deaths caused by terrorist acts. The threat appeared more urgent, and thirty percent of global terrorist acts occurred inside Iraq. With these adjustments, one newspaper explained that the number of “significant [global] terrorist attacks” in 2004 was 655, which tripled the number from 2003.

From data compiled by the University of Maryland, there were relatively few terrorist attacks in Iraq prior to the 2003 invasion, but after the invasion, the number of acts progressively increased each year to nearly 1,200 in 2010. According to these accumulating numbers, Iraq became the country with the most terrorist strikes over the 1970 to 2006 period at 7,511, with the highest death toll at 19,415. Currently, Iraq has nearly double the number of attacks as Columbia, the second-ranked country. Of all the chaos, coups, and rebellions in the world over the past four decades, Iraq tops the list, and almost all of the atrocities and deaths followed the 2003 invasion.

As for Iraqi sentiment regarding foreign occupation,
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in periodic polls conducted over seven years from the invasion through 2009, approximately eighty percent of Iraqis were opposed to the occupation.\textsuperscript{186}

Professor Addis remarked that the "rhetoric of the war on terror" was undermining American government institutions and individual rights, and "leading to what Jacques Derrida has referred to as an ‘autoimmune disorder’"—a "social crisis shapes the identity of the body politic just as a medical crisis shapes the physical body."\textsuperscript{187} After all, the Bush Administration represented that the battle was an "unending" war on terror,\textsuperscript{188} or a fight that "could last several generations."\textsuperscript{189} Evoking the concept of war as temporally uncertain expands presidential power.\textsuperscript{190} Even after the Bush Administration departed from office, some asserted that there was still the "specter of a universal enemy,"\textsuperscript{191} that "the number and geographic range of al-Qaeda-inspired attacks has been growing each year,"\textsuperscript{192} and that looser social movements may pose a serious terror threat.\textsuperscript{193} Another author wrote:

2009 was a perplexing year in the ‘war on terrorism.’ The gravest terrorist threats to the U.S. homeland arose . . . from the impetuous acts of a baseball cap-wearing pushcart vendor, a U.S. Army psychiatrist, a former high school defensive lineman, a gang of ne'er-do-well ex-cons, and the confused, frustrated scion of a wealthy banking family . . . . Over nine years after September 11, 2001, the war on terrorism shows no sign of drawing to a close.\textsuperscript{194}

Did an era of frequent threat announcements and excessive consternation over terrorism during the Bush Administration influence societal perspectives? Prior to 9/11, would preemptive action in cases analogous to the aforementioned have been regarded as actions to confront suspects posing potential dangers to themselves and others, or as thwarting foreseeable criminal acts, instead of subjects in the war on terrorism? If the highly-emotive word "terrorism" was dropped from public

\textsuperscript{186} Bejesky, \textit{Politico}, supra note 169, at 102–07.
\textsuperscript{188} Diane Marie Amann, Guantanamo, 42 COLUM. J. TRANSNAT'L L. 263, 283 (2004); Alan Clarke, Creating a Torture Culture, 32 SUFFOLK TRANSNAT'L L. REV. 1, 18 (2008) ("no geographical limitations and no end in sight").
\textsuperscript{191} Darryl Li, A Universal Enemy?: “Foreign Fighters” and Legal Regimes of Exclusion and Exemption Under the “Global War on Terror,” 41 COLUM. HUMAN RIGHTS L. REV. 355, 356 (2010).
\textsuperscript{192} Tamanaha, supra note 55, at 422 (citing The Fort Hood Attack: A Preliminary Assessment: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs, 111th Cong. 3–4 (2009) (statement of Brian Michael Jenkins, Senior Advisor, RAND Corporation)).
\textsuperscript{193} MARC SAGEMAN, LEADERLESS JIHAD: TERROR NETWORKS IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY 31 (2008).
\textsuperscript{194} Adam Klein, The End of Al Qaeda? Rethinking the Legal End of the War on Terror, 110 COLUM. L. REV. 1865, 1865–66 (2010).
discourse might perceptions change? At a law conference in 2008, Professor Hirsh was anticipating that the post-9/11 “era of fear” could be expected to conclude in a “grand transition anticipated for the end of 2008.” Was it that the “threat” was objectively ending, or was it that overwrought portrayals would finally cease from government discourse?

The latter interpretation can be explained by the chronology of unsubstantiated threat announcements during the Bush era, and by the fact that shortly after inauguration, President Obama scrapped the phrase “global war on terrorism” and designated the conflict “overseas contingency operations.” Secretary of State Hillary Clinton remarked that “the administration has stopped using the phrase ["war on terror"] and I think that speaks for itself.” The other characterization—that the threat was tangibly diminishing—was mentioned recently by Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta. Panetta stated that the United States is “within reach of strategically defeating al Qaeda.”

My point is that there is such a copious inventory of varying and frequently irreconcilable news releases upon which scholars and commentators can either view with a glass half-empty or half-full, and risk-prone or risk-averse, and apply to “terrorism” that law review articles will stretch a vast gorge of interpretation. Diversity makes for fruitful dialogue. However, statistical data does suggest that the phenomenon of terrorism and its risks should be placed into a sedate and objective vista, and perhaps be considered alongside other hazards.

B. Greater Risks

People regularly accept far more life-threatening dangers than terrorism by driving vehicles and smoking cigarettes. Every year, approximately 43,000 people in the United States and over a million worldwide die in automobile accidents. People dread harms that might kill in vivid and “awful ways, like being eaten by a shark” even though the “risk of dying in less awful ways, like

195. Of course, isolating the emotive impact of the word, and the depth that the media favors riveting stories is entirely unrelated to supporting government functions that confront realistic threats from terrorism. Bejesky, CFP, supra note 150.
heart disease—the leading killer in America," is immeasurably higher. On 9/11, 2,978 Americans died, but during 2001, heart disease killed 700,142; cancer 553,768; accidents 101,537; suicides 30,622; and murders 17,330. In the United States each year, 36,000 die of influenza, 63,000 of pneumonia, and 15,000 of AIDS. The Institute of Medicine reported that as many as “98,000 Americans die each year from preventable medical mistakes. . . . [M]edical care is the third leading cause of death in the United States, accounting for 225,000 deaths annually.”

Globally, eleven million die each year from infectious diseases, including three million from AIDS and one million from malaria. Ten million children die of preventable diseases each year, which means thirty thousand per day. By 2000, over 4.3 million children globally had died of HIV/AIDS. Irene Zubaida Khan, Secretary General of Amnesty International, explained: “The ‘War on Terror’ dominates the world agenda. The sexual terror that millions of girls and women suffer in the bedroom, in the battlefield, in the streets and in workplaces, is ignored.” In an address at Cornell University, former President Clinton stated:

Half the world is living on less than $2 a day. A billion people live on less than a dollar a day. A billion people go to bed hungry every night. A billion and a half people never get a single clean glass of water in their lives. . . . One in four of all people who will perish on Earth this year will die of AIDS, TB, malaria and infections related to diarrhea.”

Since the end of WWII, there have been approximately 250 conflicts resulting in an estimated seventy to 170 million deaths.
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After 9/11, consider humanitarian disasters that rose to attention and eventually disappeared from headlines. Many natural disasters may have been caused by or were aggravated by climate change.\footnote{214} The United Nations recently declared a famine in Somalia.\footnote{215} Nearly 300,000 died from the 2004 tsunami that hit Indonesia.\footnote{216} In January 2010, an earthquake in Haiti reportedly killed over 200,000.\footnote{217} Following the earthquake and tsunami in Japan during March of 2011, an estimated 10,000 were killed, financial costs were appraised at $180 billion, and the nuclear meltdown from the nuclear plants was called the greatest Japanese crisis since World War II.\footnote{218}

Consider traditional conflict among states and government abuse of populations. Professors Finnegan and Hackley wrote:

The history of the past one-hundred years includes world wars and other catastrophic examples of violent conflict, in which protagonists were armies battling to gain supremacy and dominate their enemies. As a consequence of these wars, more than one-hundred million people died and many more suffered, national boundaries were redrawn, and governments rose and fell.\footnote{219}

Approximately 116,000 Americans died in World War I and 500,000 in World War II.\footnote{220} Tens of millions died by dictatorial regimes killing citizens in internal state suppression, including genocide;\footnote{221} and many other wars, rebellions and civil wars led to extraordinary death tolls.\footnote{222}
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Amnesty International called 9/11 a crime against humanity.\textsuperscript{223} Undoubtedly, it is important to recognize victims. The United Nations’ Secretary General stated to terror victims:

To all victims around the world, our words of sympathy can bring only hollow comfort. They know that no one who is not so directly affected can truly share their grief. . . . We must respect them. . . . We must do what we can to help them. We must resolve to do everything in our power to spare other from meeting their fate. Above all, we must not forget them.\textsuperscript{224}

This is true, but it is also important to commensurately recognize other global problems, such as poverty. Interestingly, when President Bush addressed poverty, he frequently conjoined it with the issues of combating terrorism and fostering open market initiatives.\textsuperscript{225}

For domestic social problems, Hurricane Katrina caused tens of billions of dollars in damage, homicide has been relatively common in urban America, one in every three children living in violent neighborhoods has had post-traumatic stress disorder, and the probability that a African American would go to prison had a greater likelihood than going to college or the military.\textsuperscript{226} Not far from Bush’s current abode, across the border in Mexico, in 2007 there were 3,000 kidnappings for ransom, likely due to poverty, at a value of over $100 million; and four rival cartels murdered 16,000 people from 2000 to 2008.\textsuperscript{227}


\textsuperscript{225} NATIONAL SECURITY STRATEGY, supra note 103, at opening statement 2, and text 3, 10, 17 (“Poverty does not make poor people into terrorist and murderers. Yet poverty, weak institutions, and corruption can make weak states vulnerable to terrorist networks.”); Jeffrey D. Sachs, Global Poverty and U.S. Foreign Policy, CARNEGIE COUNCIL (Nov. 6, 2002), http://www.carnegiecouncil.org/studio/transcripts/226.html (stating that the Bush Administration’s “philosophy is quite clear, which is that what will make globalization work is a strong United States, a strong defense, a war on terrorism, and open market, which will ensure the economic benefit of this process of integration all over the world”); see Bejesky, Currency Cooperation, supra note 222, at 99–104 (philosophy applied in Iraq); Editorial, America’s Promises, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 28, 2005), http://www.nytimes.com/2005/01/28/opinion/28fril.html (noting that Bush’s Millennium Challenge Account to address poor countries was not as effective as promised in 2002).


V. CONCLUDING ANALYSIS

The following chart depicts whether government publicly accentuates potential terror threats and whether a strike occurs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ATTACK</th>
<th>NO ATTACK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GOVERNMENT ACCENTUATES</strong></td>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>Q2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THREATS</td>
<td>-1, -2</td>
<td>2, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GOVERNMENT IS RESTRAINED IN EISSUING THREAT WARNINGS</strong></td>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>Q4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-2, -1</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first value in each Quadrant is a government payoff and the second refers to the populace utility. The variables operate on two premises. First, both government and the populace experience positive utilities if no terror strike occurs. Second, a heightened threat atmosphere is apt to increase a government’s approval rating and make the populace more amenable to accepting heightened collective security measures, even though measures could temporarily reduce civil liberties. The values are hypothetical but are consistent with these premises. The rationale for particular values follows.

In Quadrant 1, government accentuates warnings and there is an attack. The payoff to government is negative for failing to thwart a strike, while the populace utility is the lowest because there was an attack, and the citizenry likely experienced negative, fearful sentiment with media warnings. In Quadrant 2, the populace has a positive payoff because there was no attack, while the government payoff is the highest because extenuating warnings without a strike may make government appear more active and successful in implementing security measures that ostensibly prevented an attack. This perception—that government successfully averted or thwarted an attempted strike when one does not occur—may be a false perception, which is why the populace payoff should intrinsically be lower than if citizens were operating under more accurate perceptions. This Quadrant seems to typify a circumstance in which there is a barrage of periodic terror warnings that did not result in verifiable plots or suspects being arrested.

In Quadrant 3, government did not accentuate threat warnings, but there was an attack. Here, the government has the lowest utility because a strike occurred and no warnings may have made the populace perceive that government was unprepared.
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However, in comparison to Quadrant 1, the populace utility is not as low because it was not subjected to the negative consequences of periodic threat warnings. In Quadrant 4, government does not emphasize threat warnings and there is no terror strike. The public obtains the highest payoff, and the payoff should be higher than Quadrant 2 because the citizenry was not subjected to warnings or under a possible false perception about the danger.

With these premises, values, and reasoning, it is expected that government will choose to accentuate threats amid uncertainty since political payoffs will likely be higher whether or not there is an attack. If there was an attack, the government forecasted correctly and warned even though it was not prevented; and if there was no attack, the government may conceive an aura that adequate security is being provided (even if this belief is inaccurate). Moreover, from a utilitarian perspective, government might be able to reduce the possibility of attack because it seems more acceptable to the populace to permit intensified collective security measures, detentions, interrogations, and other measures when security danger appears higher. However, this may compromise individual rights, something that the populace might not condone but for the perception of peril. It also forms an immense pool of wrongly confined individuals as suspected terrorists, i.e. false positives.

In the case at hand, the uncertainty is whether the threat was as dire as the Bush Administration presented, which is largely unconfirmed even today as the full data may bide in national security secrecy prerogatives. However, the lack of prosecutions suggests that the threat was not so importunate. Likewise, it would seem that there are comparatively more grievous dangers facing the world than terrorism, but elevating jeopardy makes the threat cognitively available. Additionally, with a heightened domestic threat level, citizens may be more prone to accept the credibility of other alleged national security threats, such as from Iraq, which did indeed encompass the same time period surveyed in this article.